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I. INTRODUCTION
In late July, it was once again recommended that the Commonwealth Government
remove all restrictions on parallel imports.1 This time the recommendation was made
by a House of Representatives Standing Committee (IT Pricing Committee) that was
charged with investigating why Australian’s pay higher prices for IT products and is
largely based on benefits brought about by a reduction in trade barriers such as lower
prices and greater choice. It will be interesting to see whether the newly elected
Coalition Government accepts this recommendation, given the decision by the former
Labor government to ignore the Productivity Commission’s less far-reaching
recommendation, namely to remove parallel import restrictions that prevent the
importation of genuine books.2
This article does not seek to predict how the Government will respond to the IT
Pricing Committee’s recommendation nor does it revisit the debates on the merits or
otherwise of parallel import restrictions. Rather, it considers an important issue that
to date has not received much if any attention from policy makers, namely the likely
response of manufacturers to any relaxation of parallel import restrictions. Such
responses have the potential to undermine many of the benefits that the relaxation of
parallel import laws would otherwise bring. Part II sets out the nature of the parallel
import restrictions that currently apply to intellectual goods. Part II then considers the
many recent inquiries into the appropriateness of parallel import restrictions,
focussing on the recommendations made by such inquiries and the basis of those
recommendations. A conclusion is reached that, to date, policy makers have
overlooked the likely response of manufacturers to any relaxation of parallel import
restrictions. Part IV then identifies the various ways in which parallel imports can
harm manufacturers before examining the strategies that manufacturers may adopt to
curb grey market activity. The extent to which such strategies would breach
competition laws is considered in Part V. Finally, as most manufacturer responses
will not be caught by competition laws Part VI considers alternate methods of
promoting grey market activity and the competition it brings so as to increase the
likelihood that the policy goals that underpin any relaxation of parallel import laws
will be achieved.
II. CURRENT RESTRICTIONS ON PARALLEL IMPORTS
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Before discussing the protracted reform process and ways in which intellectual
property owners may respond to any relaxation of parallel import restrictions, it is
first necessary to provide a brief account of those restrictions. With respect to goods
in which copyright subsists, no parallel import restrictions apply when it comes to
genuine copies of sound recordings, computer programs, periodicals and sheet music.
There are also no restrictions on the parallel importation of electronic or literary
works. Books and DVDS, on the other hand, can only be imported for commercial
purposes with the consent of the copyright owner.
Although the Patents Act 1990 (Cth) provides the unauthorised importation of
patented goods, in most instances patent goods can in fact be freely imported into
Australia.3 This is because the courts have accepted that contracts involving the sale
of patented goods contain an implied licence that gives the purchaser the absolute
right to deal with the goods as she thinks fit, including the right to sell the good in any
country.4 Thus, unless the contract in which the patented goods are sold includes a
clause that restricts the purchaser’s right to resupply the goods, the purchaser is free to
do so.
The situation is much more complicated when it comes to trade-marked goods.
Firstly, there is uncertainty about whether the act of parallel importation amounts to
infringement. The parallel importation of trade marked goods will only amount to
infringement if, inter alia, the parallel importer and/or the retailers of parallel
imported goods can be said to be using the registered mark as a trade mark. Prior to
the introduction of the parallel import defence in 1995, the parallel importation of
trade marked goods was often found not to involve use of the trade mark and,
therefore, not to amount to infringement.5 For example, in Atari Inc v Fairstar
Electronics Pty Ltd, Smithers J stated that:
[O]nce a manufacturer puts a trade mark on his goods and sends them into the
course of trade on the billowing ocean of trade, wherever people bona fide
deal with those goods under that name and by reference to that trade mark …
they are simply not infringing the trade mark. They are not “using” the mark
in the relevant sense.6
However, when the parallel import defence7 with introduced in 1995, the focus shifted
from whether the parallel importer could be said to be using the trade mark to whether
the parallel import defence applied. The defence provides that ‘person who uses a
registered trade mark in relation to goods that are similar to goods in respect of which
the trade mark is registered does not infringe the trade mark if the trade mark has been
applied ... by, or with the consent of, the registered owner’.8 Thus, attention is now
3
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focussed on whether the trade mark owner can be said to have consented to the
application of the mark rather than whether they could be said to be using the mark as
a trade mark.9
III. THE PROTRACTED REFORM PROCESS
Australia’s parallel import restrictions have been reviewed many times in the last two
and a half decades, with most reviews recommending that such restrictions be
abolished. In 1988 the Copyright Law Review Committee10 (CLRC) reviewed the
parallel import restrictions contained in the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth) (Copyright
Act). The reform agenda began quietly. The CLRC did not recommend the removal
of parallel import restrictions, although it did recommend that parallel importation be
allowed where the goods in which copyright subsists will not, within a reasonable
time, be available in Australian from the copyright owner or its authorised
distributors. It also recommended that the Copyright Act be amended so that there
will be no copyright infringement if an article is imported and copyright subsists only
in a work comprised in a label, packaging or accessory (such as instructions) that
comes with the goods. The first of these recommendations saw the introduction of
what is known as the ‘30/90 day rule’ some thirteen years later.11 Under the rule,
which is designed to ensure Australian consumers can access books in a timely
fashion, the commercial importation of books will not amount to an infringement if
the book is not released through authorised channels within 30 days of it being
published elsewhere in the world or the authorised channels are unable to meet
demand for the book within 90 days.
From this point on, all government commissioned review bodies have recommended
the repeal of parallel import restrictions. In 1989, only one year after the CLRC
released its report, the Prices Surveillance Authority (PSA) surveyed book prices in
Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States and found that prices in
Australia were considerably higher. In its report, the PSA recommended that all
parallel import restrictions contained in the Copyright Act be abolished.12 The
following year the PSA undertook a similar inquiry, this time into the prices charged
for sound recordings in Australia. This inquiry made similar findings and
recommendations as those made in relation to books.13 In 1995 the PSA updated its
report on book prices, finding that whilst the introduction of the ‘30/90 rule’ had
improved availability it had done little to lower the prices Australian consumers paid
for books.14 Between 1991 and 1996, recommendations ‘for the dismantling of
import restrictions on recorded music went to federal cabinet five times with no
result’.15
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The Coalition took power in 1996. This provided an opportunity for the issue to be
re-agitated. In 1998, in response to the PSA’s 1990 report on the prices charge for
sound recordings in Australia, the Coalition government passed legislation allowing
the importation of legitimate or genuine copies of sound recordings without the
licence of the copyright owner.16 In 2003, in response to two pricing reports released
by the ACCC,17 import restrictions on computer software, e-books, periodicals and
sheet music were abolished.18
With another change in government came renewed interest in the possibility of
relaxing parallel import restrictions further. On 7 November 2008 the Minister for
Competition Policy and Consumer Affairs requested the Productivity Commission to
examine the restrictions on the parallel importation of books. The Productivity
Commission recommended that the restrictions be lifted.19 The Government chose to
ignore this recommendation. It formed the view that such reforms were unnecessary
as the local industry was already under significant competitive pressure from the likes
of Amazon and The Book Depository who were able to side step traditional methods
of distribution and sell direct to the customer.20
The Government also rejected the need to make any modifications to the ‘30/90 day
rule’, stating that ‘changing the regulations governing book imports is unlikely to
have any material effect on the availability of books in Australia’.21 However, by the
middle of 2012 it changed its position and announced that the ‘30/90 day rule’ will be
reduced a ‘14/14 day rule’ which would mean that the parallel importation of books
would not amount to an infringement if the book is not released through authorised
channels within 14 days of it being published elsewhere in the world or the authorised
channels are unable to meet demand for the book within 14 days.22
Finally, the IT Pricing Committee raised the issue of parallel imports albeit indirectly.
On 29 July 2013 the committee released its report which contained, inter alia, a
recommendation that the parallel import restrictions copyright and trade mark statutes
be lifted.23 At the time of writing, the Government had not responded to these
recommendations.
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All of the reviews and reports discussed in the previous part have adopted the same
assumption, namely that the mere relaxation of parallel importation laws will bring
about the well-known benefits of free trade. Free-trade introduces more players to the
marketplace. This limits the extent to which local suppliers are able to charge supracompetitive prices and in turn promotes allocative efficiency. The competitive
discipline imposed on local distributors will force them to conduct their operations
more effectively, thus promoting productive efficiency. However, the assumption
that the relaxation of parallel imports will necessarily bring about these benefits is
questionable. As will be explored in this part of the article, manufacturers have strong
incentives to do all that they can to curb the distribution of parallel imports, which are
said to be sold in the grey market. The policy goals that underpin the removal of
parallel import restrictions may very well be thwarted unless additional measures are
taken to counter the effects of potentially anti-competitive responses by manufacturers
keen to preserve at least some control over their global marketing strategies.
1. The parallel import problem
Parallel imports are on the rise because of reductions in the cost of transport, the
decreasing cost of price information, increased international marketing efforts as well
as the relaxation of trade barriers that have previously prevented such activities. Such
activity can harm multinational manufacturers in several ways.24 First, it may create
unwanted intra-brand competition that cannibalises sales made through authorised
channels at higher prices. Second, relations with the manufacturer’s authorised
distributors are likely to become strained.25 Third, grey markets complicate sales
forecasting as the number of grey market products available on the market is often
unknown. Finally, the manufacturer’s reputation may be harmed. Consumers may be
disappointed if the parallel imported product is inferior (or even just different) to the
authorised product. Even if the goods are identical, parallel importers may offer less
after-sales service. When the local distributor refuses to offer after sales service
(because it did not sell the goods) the manufacturer’s reputation may be harmed as
consumers feel wronged by the brand.
Given the significant harm that grey markets can cause manufacturers, the incentive
to respond to the removal of the protection offered by parallel import restrictions by
designing strategies aimed at minimising the grey market problem is high. This part
considers the likely responses of manufacturers and authorised distributors to any
decision by the Australian government to further relax parallel import restrictions.26
2. Immediate reactive responses
When grey markets begin to emerge, manufacturers will often adopt a variety of
reactive strategies designed to deal with a frustrated and often hostile local
distribution network. Several measures can be adopted almost instantly to assist
24
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authorised local dealers. The manufacturer could grant temporary price reductions or
rebates to authorised agents to allow them to remain competitive on price. The
manufacturer could also provide promotional allowances or support to allow
authorised distributors to run advertising campaigns that highlight the benefits of
dealing with authorised dealers and undertake creative merchandising (such as
offering interest free terms of extended warranties).27
In some instances
manufacturers will assist dealers to buy and then distribute the grey goods themselves
to remove them from the market.
2. Legal strategies
The manufacturer may seek to prevent parallel importation by bringing a range of
legal actions. Whilst a detailed examination of these alternate legal avenues is beyond
the scope of this piece, this section provides an overview of the laws that may
potentially be relied upon to challenge parallel importation activity.
1. Tort of passing off
Manufacturers and authorised local distributors may look to the tort of passing off to
prevent the distribution of parallel imported goods if by selling the branded parallel
import, consumers will assume that the parallel importer is affiliated with or
authorised by the owner. After all, this tort aims to prevent the misappropriation of a
trader’s reputation and goodwill. In order to make out a claim for passing off the
manufacturer or authorised local distributor would, generally speaking, need to prove
three things: (a) that the manufacturer or local distributor had a reputation; (b) that the
defendant engaged in deceptive conduct directed toward prospective customers and
(c) damage or threat of damage to the plaintiff as a result of the deceptive conduct.28
It is possible that consumers will assume that a parallel importer has a connection
with the manufacturer and/or authorised local distributors. The distribution of parallel
imported goods may be viewed as representing that the goods were sold with the
approval of the manufacturer. Generally speaking, for the defendant to succeed in a
passing off claim the authorised and parallel imported goods must have different
qualities.29 For example, in Pioneer Electronics Australia Pty Ltd v Lee30 Sunberg J
held that the parallel importation and distribution of Pioneer electronic equipment
amounted to passing off. It was accepted that Pioneer Australia had a ‘substantial
reputation by reference to the Pioneer trade marks and name in connection with the
sale, service and repair of Pioneer’.31 The marketing and distribution of the parallel
imported goods satisfied the second requirement by falsely representing a connection
between the parallel importer and the owner of the trade mark.32 Lastly, the damage
requirement was met because the parallel imported goods were not suitable or safe for
27
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use in Australia (because they were supplied with unsafe transformers). Because of
the representation of an association between the parallel imported product and Pioneer
Australia, Pioneer Australia’s reputation was therefore damaged.33 However, it may
not be essential to establish that there the products distributed through authorised
channels and those that have been parallel imported are in some way different (or
inferior) to the authorised product. For example, in Remus Innovations v. Jeep Chee,
a decision of the High Court of Singapore, a parallel importer was enjoined from
passing itself off as an authorised dealer as only the authorised dealer was able to
offer the manufacturer’s warranty.
2. Statutory prohibition against misleading conduct
The marketing, offering for sale and actual sale of parallel imported goods may also
contravene 18 of the Australian Consumer Law (formerly s 52 of the Trade Practices
Act 1974 (Cth)) which prohibits misleading or deceptive conduct in trade or
commerce. It is not necessary to show harm in order to show breach of s 18 or to
seek an injunction.34 However, a manufacturer will need to show harm if they wish to
seek damages for any loss suffered as a result of the misleading conduct.35
The marketing and distribution of goods clearly amounts to conduct in trade or
commerce. Further, the marketing and distribution of parallel imported goods could
create the misleading impression that a relationship exists between the manufacturer
and the parallel importer. It could also create the impression that the goods are of the
same quality and are covered by the same warranty as authorised products. If these
impressions are false, s 18 is likely to be breached. Whether such impressions are
false will very much depend on the form that the marketing takes. If goods are simply
distributed to retail outlets with no attempts to differentiate them from authorised
goods, a misleading impression may very well be created. However some parallel
importers are very upfront about the nature of the products and differing warranty
policies. Some retailers even expressly acknowledge that the goods are parallel
imported. For example, the Kogan.com.au website explains how its international
sourcing of products, combined with cutting out agents, importers, wholesalers and
retailers allows it to offer cheaper prices.36 New Zealand’s largest parallel import
retailer is even more explicit, trading under the name ‘Parallel Imported’ and are
explicit about the types of warranty services they offer. The retailer’s website also
contains an explanation of the concept of parallel importing and how it leads to
cheaper prices for consumers.37
3. Tort of inducing breach of contract
As will be discussed in more detail below, manufacturers often allocate regions to
particular distributors and require those distributors to contractually agree not to sell
goods outside of their allocated region. If the parallel importer is aware of the
contract and deliberately interferes with the contract by inducing the authorised
distributor to sell goods for supply outside of the authorised distributor’s allocated
33
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territory, the parallel importer may very well have committed the tort of intentional
interference with a contract.38 It should be noted though that as the negotiations
between the parallel importer and the authorised dealer will most likely take place
overseas, the action will have to be instituted in the foreign state in which the conduct
occurred and the claim will be decided by applying the laws of that foreign state. This
could create practical enforcement difficulties for the manufacturer.
4. Intellectual property statutes
In some countries the legality of parallel imports will depend on the forms of
intellectual property embedded in or applied to the goods as different forms of
intellectual property may be treated differently. For example, Australia has adopted
the principle of international exhaustion with respect to trade marks.39 However when
it comes to copyright, the international exhaustion principle is adopted with respect to
some types of copyright works (eg musical works, computer software)40 whereas a
principle of national exhaustion applies to other types of works (eg literary works).41
Where goods embody more than one form of intellectual property, the manufacturer
will be able to curb grey market activity by relying on the intellectual property regime
that is the most restrictive when it comes to parallel importation.
Patent law is unlikely to be of assistance. As noted above, when patented goods (or
goods made using a patented process) are sold, and no contractual restrictions on its
resupply are imposed, the purchaser will have the absolute right to deal with the
goods as she thinks fit, including the right to sell the good in any country.42 Similarly,
because the principle of international exhaustion has been adopted when it comes to
trade marks, manufacturers are unlikely to be able to rely on trade mark law to
prevent parallel imports (unless dealings are structured so as to restrict the availability
of the parallel import defence).43
Copyright law may offer some protection. Section 37 of the Copyright Act provides
that copyright in artistic works is ‘infringed by a person who, without the licence of
the owner of the copyright, imports an article into Australia’ for commercial purposes
provided the importer knew or ought reasonably have known that copyright would be
infringed if the article had been made in Australia. In QS Holdings Sarl v Paul’s
Retail Pty Ltd44 the applicants successfully relied on copyright law to prevent the
importation of items of clothing bearing trade marks in which copyright subsisted.
The respondent was found to have infringed copyright even though the items of
clothing were genuine articles and importation did not amount to trade mark
infringement.
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The ability to rely on copyright law to prohibit the importation of trade marked or
patented goods is, however, limited in two ways. First, the international exhaustion
principle is being applied, albeit it on a piecemeal basis, to a growing number of
copyright works (eg musical works and computer programs).45 Secondly, s 44C of
the Copyright Act provides that copyright in a work is not infringed by the
importation of an artistic work if the reproduction is embedded in a non-fringing
accessory that comes with goods. The word ‘accessory’ is defined to mean labels,
packaging, instructions or sound of film recordings that accompany goods.46
3. Proactive strategies: tightening control over the supply chain
If the manufacturer is unable to rely on intellectual property or other laws to prevent
parallel importation, there are other longer-term strategies that the manufacturer can
put in place to reduce the likelihood of parallel importation. Theoretically at least,
restrictive contractual devices should resolve the problem completely. However
problems associated with detection and enforcement of any breach of such clauses
mean that other strategies discussed below are also likely to be employed.
(a) Uniform pricing policy
Pricing has been found to be one of the most decentralised decision areas, most likely
because of a belief that local management will be the most familiar with local
conditions.47 The most frequently observed pricing policy is to ‘charge the highest
feasible price in each country according to the local market’s willingness to pay’.48
Such a pricing strategy is unlikely to be optimal for the manufacturer operating in
multiple markets as it causes different prices to be adopted in different countries,
creating opportunities for arbitrage and in turn the emergence of grey markets that
threaten to disrupt the distribution of authorised goods in high profit countries.
Adopting a uniform pricing policy49 reduces the opportunities for arbitrage.
Even if a uniform pricing policy is adopted, this will not necessarily eradicate grey
markets completely. Fluctuations in exchange rates mean that even if a uniform
pricing policy is adopted there will always be differences in prices between countries.
Further, not all grey market activity is driven by price. Grey markets could
potentially arise without significant fluctuations in exchange rates. Even if the
parallel importer pays the same (or a very similar) price to that paid by the authorised
dealer, the parallel importers operations may be profitable because it is able to freeride on the promotional efforts of the authorised dealer and in turn operate on a much
45
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lower cost base. Further, parallel importation activity can also be driven not by price
but by the fact that certain products are not available (at all or yet) in particular
countries.50
(b) Volume discounts
Tying discounts to volume creates an incentive for over-ordering by distributors,
especially when the discount increases with volume.51 Distributors who find
themselves with surplus stock may very well turn to grey markets to dispose of it. If
the protection offered by parallel import restrictions is removed, manufacturers may
begin offering less generous discounts to large volume purchases so as to curb
potential grey market activity.
(c) Product differentiation
Manufacturers can respond by adding exclusive features to goods sold through
authorised dealers in countries in which the manufacturer is able to charge a high
price. This differentiates the authorised goods from parallel imports. When parallel
import restrictions on music were lifted, Australian record companies responded by
adding bonus tracks to locally produced compact discs in the hope that this would
encourage consumers to purchase the more expensive locally produced product.
(d) Product packaging
Manufacturers may design packaging so that it draw consumers’ attention to the fact
that the product is not being distributed by an authorised dealer and may not come
with the same level of support that comes with authorised products. The application
of local certification marks can also be an effective way to promote the product as
parallel importers will not be able to apply such marks to their packaging.
(e) Technology
Some manufacturers are able to use embedded technology to retain some control over
the goods after sale, especially when the manufacturer sells directly to consumers in
different countries.52 For example, computer games and DVD often contain regional
access codes that prevent the discs from working in devices outside of the region in
which the DVDs or games are intended to be sold. Geoblocking can also be used to
protect authorised channels of distribution. Historically geoblocking techniques have
included programming products to include regional access codes. Today IP addresses
and other means of electronic identification are being used to block internet sales or
restrict access to online content based on the geographic location of the consumer.
For example, such technology prevents Australian consumers from purchasing from
the United States iTunes store. Such methods can be very profitable indeed; it has
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been estimated Australian consumers pay approximately 50% more for music from
the iTunes store as a result of Apple’s geoblocking.53
(f) Refusal to deal
Another way to curb grey market activity is to cut off supply to distributors or
retailers that supply grey markets, assuming of course that it is possible to determine
the source of goods that find their way to grey markets. The manufacturer could also
announce that they will terminate any distributor that sells to unauthorised dealers.
Such a strategy only makes sense if the profits lost because of grey market exceed the
profits that would have been earned on the sale of goods to the renegade distributor.
(g) Contractual devices: assignment of intellectual property rights
In certain circumstances, placing the ownership of intellectual property rights in the
hands of local distributors by way of an assignment can assist the manufacturer and/or
authorised distributor to block parallel imports. Assigning ownership of a trade mark
may avoid the application of the parallel import defence contained in s 123 of the
Trade Marks Act 1995 (Cth) (Trade Marks Act). This defence only applies if the
parallel importer is able to establish that the registered owner (who, as a result of the
assignment, is the authorised Australian distributor) consented to the application of
the mark when the goods were manufactured overseas. The manufacturer is unlikely
to seek the express consent of the Australian distributor. Further, the Australian
owner is unlikely to play any role in the application of the mark overseas.54 The issue
thus becomes whether the Australian distributor can be said to have impliedly
consented to the application of the mark. Where the mark is owned in Australia and
overseas by different, unrelated entities a parallel importer may find it difficult to
establish that the Australian owner consented to the application of the mark by the
unrelated overseas owner.55 The Australian distributor is likely to be viewed as
impliedly consenting to goods destined for Australia,56 because the mark helps
distinguish goods from others in the market. However, the courts are likely to be
more cautious about inferring consent to the application of the mark on goods not
destined for the Australian market. The granting of such consent is likely to be
against the interests of the authorised distributor because such goods could be parallel
imported into Australia and sold in competition to the goods offered by the Australian
distributor. This makes it unlikely that they would have consented to the application
of the mark on goods destined for other countries. However, it may not be clear at the
time of manufacture whether the goods are being manufactured for Australia or other
parts of the world. Davison suggestion thats that this may make courts more likely to
infer consent by the Australian distributor to the application of the mark.57
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It may be possible to limit the availability of the parallel import defence without
transferring ownership of the intellectual property right to the local distributor. For
example, trade marks could be licensed on the condition that the mark is not applied
to goods destined for supply outside a defined geographical area. Two recent
decisions of the Full Federal Court58 suggest that this strategy may very well limit the
ability of a parallel importer to rely on the parallel import defence. As Nicholas J
observed in Sporte Leisure Pty Ltd v Paul’s International Pty Ltd:
Where a registered owner consents to another person applying the registered
mark to goods on condition that the goods must not be supplied outside a
designated territory, the registered owner would not usually be regarded as
having consented to the application of the mark to goods which the other
person knows at the time he or she applies the mark are to be supplied by him
or her outside the territory.59
(h) Contractual devices: clause restricting the right to re-supply
Manufacturers can wrestle some control over the supply chain back through improved
contracting practices with distributors.60 To the extent it is commercially feasible
manufacturers are likely to include clauses in their distribution agreements that
restrict the geographic regions in which the goods can be resupplied.61 Contractual
restrictions on the right to resupply create a discipline mechanism by providing the
manufacturer with an action for breach of contract against those distributors that
supply to grey markets.
To see an example of how effective such contractual restrictions can be, one need
only look at the extent to which price discrimination still occurs when it comes to the
distribution of digital copyright content. Parallel import restrictions do not apply to
electronic literary or music items62 so the considerably higher prices paid by
Australians are due to contractual restrictions that prevent distributors selling to the
Australian market.
V. CAN COMPETITION LAWS BE RELIED UPON TO CHALLENGE ANTICOMPETITIVE RESPONSES TO THE RELAXATION OF PARALLEL
IMPORT RESTRICTIONS?
To date, policy makers appear to have been operating on the assumption that the
parallel import restrictions are the only thing standing in the way of the emergence of
thriving grey markets. However, this is simply not the case. Many of the potential
responses of manufacturers considered in the previous part of this article have the
potential to undermine the benefits that the relaxation of parallel import laws would
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otherwise bring. This part of the article considers whether any anti-competitive
responses by manufacturers would amount to a breach of Australia’s competition
laws. If such responses escape the reach of competition laws then it will be necessary
to consider other measures to support grey market activity so as to ensure that the
policy goals that underpin the relaxation of parallel import restrictions are achieved.
A. Can anti-competitive responses be challenged using competition laws?
Most of the manufacturer responses discussed previously will not involve breaches of
competition law, especially then the response is designed and implemented overseas.
In the case of the immediate responses, this is because temporary price reductions and
improved marketing efforts are competitive responses we would expect to see an
incumbent adopt when faced with a vigorous new competitor. Whilst increasing
marketing efforts is absolutely a competitive response, marketing campaigns must not
mislead consumers or the manufacturer will find itself in breach of the Australian
Consumer Law. Advertising campaigns that are a direct response to parallel import
activity often emphasise the warranties provided by the authorised distributor. Where
consumer goods are involved however this would be a risky strategy as such goods
will come with non-excludable statutory guarantees that the retailer of the parallel
import good must honour provided the sale was made in Australia. Although the
provisions have not been extensively tested, in many instances it is reasonable to
suggest that the level of protection offered by the statutory warranty would be very
close to the express contractual warranties offered by the authorised distributor.63
(a) Section 46: misuse of market power
Section 46 of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) (CCA), which prohibits
the misuse of market power, could potentially apply to any of the contemplated
responses if they were implemented in Australia. However the likelihood that section
46 will be breached is lower for three reasons. First, the prohibition only applies to
businesses that have a substantial degree of power in a market. Even manufacturers
of popular brands are likely to face competition from other brands of similar products.
Most manufacturers are unlikely to have a substantial degree of power in a market as
intellectual property rights rarely confer market power on their owner.64
Second, not all forms of anti-competitive conduct engaged in by a business with
substantial market power are caught.65 If the business would be likely to engage in
the conduct if the market were more competitive (or, to put it another way, if the
business did not have substantial market power) then the conduct will not involve a
taking advantage of market power. As manufacturers have the incentive to limit grey
market activity whether or not they have substantial market power, it is unlikely that
the various responses discussed above could be said to involve a ‘taking advantage’ of
market power.
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This explains why the courts have yet to find that actions involving the enforcement
of intellectual property rights involve a misuse of market power.66 In Broderbund
Software Inc v Computermate Products (Australia) Pty Ltd, which involved a crossclaim that a copyright infringement action involved the misuse of market power,
Beaumont J dismissed the cross-claim. It was held that the applicant did not have
substantial market power because it faced competition from numerous other game
manufacturers.67 Although his Honour’s market power finding resolved the issue,
Beaumont J also found that as the applicant was not going beyond what is necessary
to fulfil the essential function of copyright it could not be said that the applicant took
advantage of any market power it had.68 To put it another way, even those without
market power enforce their intellectual property rights. As a result it is not possible to
find the requisite causal connection between the bringing of the enforcement action
and any market power the manufacturer may have.
The implementation of distribution systems in which each distributor is allocated a
defined segment of the market, and supply is refused to those outside the distribution
network, is also unlikely to amount to a taking advantage of substantial market power
even if the distribution system is global in nature. In Melway Publishing Pty Ltd v
Robert Hicks Pty Ltd69 (Melway) the applicant had been refused supply by Melway
because such supply would disrupt Melway’s distribution system. Melway allocated
each distributor a defined segment of the market (defined by reference to customer
type) and refused requests for supply from non-authorised distributors. It did so in the
hope that the exclusivity conferred would give each distributor the incentive to
maximise sales in their allocated segment without the fear that others will free-ride on
their promotional efforts. The implementation of this system was held not to involve
a taking advantage of market power. The court view Melway’s refusal to supply as a
manifestation of the distribution system Melway had in place to efficiently manage its
marketing strategy. As there was ‘no reason to believe that [Melway] would not be
willing and able to continue that [distribution] system in a competitive market’,70
Melway could not be said to be taking advantage of its market power. However it
should be noted that the court was able to be confident in reaching this decision
because Melway had adopted its segmented distribution system before it acquired its
substantial market power, limiting the ability to draw general conclusions from the
Melway judgment. It may therefore be necessary for a manufacturer with substantial
market power to argue that carefully controlled distribution channels are efficient and
would be employed even if the manufacturer did not have market power.
Similarly as a business without any significant market power would also be likely to
cut-off supply to a distributor that was disrupting global marketing efforts by
supplying the grey market, such conduct is unlikely to satisfy the ‘take advantage’
requirement.
Finally, it may be possible to argue that policies are brought for the purpose of
maintaining an efficient distribution system, not for one of the proscribed anticompetitive purpose.
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(b) Section 47: vertical restraints of trade
Clauses that restrict the ability of the distributor to re-supply the goods are also
regulated by the prohibition against exclusive dealing in section 47 of the CCA.
Attaching conditions that restrict the distributor’s right to re-supply the goods will
only breach s 47 if the conduct has the purpose, effect or likely effect of substantially
lessening competition in a market.71 Contractual clauses that restrict the right to resupply goods are unlikely to have the effect of substantially lessening competition.
Whilst such clauses restrict intra-brand competition, this is unlikely to translate into a
lessening of competition in the relevant market unless the goods in question have few
or no substitutes (or, to put it another way, unless the manufacturer has significant
market power).72 In most instances the manufacturer will face significant inter-brand
competition and simply will not be able to influence the competitive dynamics at
work in the market place by imposing restrictive terms on its distributors.73
Even if the manufacturer has some degree of market power it is still arguable that the
imposition of the restrictive terms under consideration would not be held to have
caused a substantial lessening of competition. The courts assess the competitive
effects of conduct using the ‘future with’ and ‘future without’ test. In this context this
would involve comparing two likely future states: the ‘future with’ the restrictive
condition in place and ‘future without’ it. It is unclear precisely how the courts will
define the relevant ‘future without’.74 If the courts find that in the ‘future without’ the
goods would be supplied but without the restrictive condition then it is arguable that
the restrictive condition brings about a lessening of competition as it restricts grey
market activity and the competition it brings. However, the courts may also find that
in the ‘future without’ the manufacturer does not appoint distributors at all and instead
distributes the products itself. If this is the appropriate ‘future without’ then it is not
all that different to the ‘future with’ the restrictive condition – geographic market
segmentation will be achieved in both situations and grey market activity will be
significantly reduced. The Australian courts have yet to apply the ‘future with’ and
‘future without’ test in this setting. It is submitted that the ‘future without’ should
take the latter form in recognition of the fact that there is no general duty on
manufacturers to supply to distributors.75 If the courts construe the ‘future without’
in this way then the imposition of terms that restrict the right to re-supply are unlikely
to be viewed as anti-competitive.
Section 47 will also be breached if the manufacturer can be said to be acting for an
anti-competitive purpose (whether or not the conduct has any effect on competition).
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It is worth noting that the only time that breach of s 47 has been established solely on
the basis of anti-competitive purpose involved attempts by Australian record
companies to ward off the threat of parallel imports when parallel importation
restrictions on sound recordings were relaxed in 2001. Universal Music (Australia)
Pty Ltd v Australian Competition and Consumer Commission76 involved an allegation
that Universal Music and Warner Music responded in an anti-competitive fashion
when the parallel import restrictions that applied to sound recordings were lifted. The
record companies were held to have breached s 47 on the basis that they had a
purpose of substantially lessening competition in the wholesale recorded music
market. This was because they threatened to refuse (and in some instances actually
refused) to supply their products to retailers who engaged in parallel importing of
‘non-infringing’ copies of sound recordings.77 Whilst this suggests that attempts to
ward off parallel importation may be viewed as being motivated by an anticompetitive purpose, observations made by the majority in Melway suggest this will
not always be the case. Although the majority in Melway upheld the trial judge’s
finding that Melway acted for an anti-competitive purpose in the context of a s 46
claim,78 the majority did note that:
it is not the case that the adoption by a manufacturer, whether with or without
a substantial degree of market power, of a system of distribution involving
what are sometimes vertical restraints necessarily manifests an anticompetitive purpose … When regard is had to the state of competition in the
relevant market, the purpose may be pro-competitive.79
To illustrate how exclusive distribution systems could in fact be said to be procompetitive, the joint judgment provides an example that is highly relevant in this
context namely that ‘competition in the retail market may be fostered by inhibiting the
engagement in certain conduct by wholesalers or other “middle men”’.80 The fact that
grey market activity can pose a serious threat to profitability in the longer term for the
reasons discussed above,81 coupled with the statements by the majority in Melway
may make lower courts quite receptive to the argument that contractual clauses that
place restrictions on the right of the acquirer to resupply the goods are designed to
ensure the efficient marketing of goods, not to achieve an anti-competitive purpose.
B. Territorial nexus requirements
The territorial nexus requirements in sections 46 and 47 pose further complications
where the manufacturer responses are implemented outside of Australia’s borders.
Both sections 46 and 47 contain a territorial nexus requirement. This is because the
word ‘market’ is used to define elements of the substantive prohibitions. Section 4E
of the CCA defines ‘market’ to mean:
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a market in Australia and, when used in relation to any goods or services,
includes a market for those goods or services and other goods or services that
are substitutable for, or otherwise competitive with, the first-mentioned goods
or services.82
As a result, section 46 only applies to businesses that can be said to have a substantial
degree of power in a market in Australia. What does that mean when the
manufacturer supplies its products in what is most accurately described as a global
market? Is it necessary to show that the business is dominant in that part of the
market that falls within Australia’s borders? Or, will it suffice that the business is
dominant in the global market and that the global market includes Australia? Similar
questions are raised when it comes to section 47’s requirement that the conduct have
the purpose, effect or likely effect of substantially lessening competition in a market
in Australia. Unfortunately, the courts are only just beginning to work out the
answers to these questions and as a result the extent of the territorial restraint imposed
by the words ‘market in Australia’ remains unclear.
In Riverstone Computer Services Pty Ltd v IBM Global Financing Australia, the first
case to consider the meaning of the phrase ‘market in Australia’ Hill J held that a
market need not be wholly in Australia in order to be a ‘market in Australia’.83
However his Honour also suggested that a global market would only be viewed as a
‘market in Australia’ if sales are made here.84 Then, in Auskay International
Manufacturing & Trade Pty Ltd v Qantas Airways Ltd85 Tracey J stated that ‘[b]uyers
and sellers of goods and services must negotiate and enter transactions in an area in
which suppliers are engaged in close competition with each other. That area must be
located within Australia’.86 Tracey J’s comments are consistent with the Hill J’s
belief that sales must be made in Australia. However, in a subsequent decision
Tracey J clarified his comments and stated that he did not intend to suggest that there
could not be a market in Australia unless contracts between buyers and sellers were
negotiated and entered into in Australia.87 His Honour also appeared to accept that a
global market that encompasses the geographic boundaries of Australia is a market in
Australia.88
Tracey J’s revised opinion is consistent with the interpretation given to the phrase
‘market in Australia’ by Lindgren J in Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission v Qantas Airways Ltd.89 Lindgren J was satisfied that the parties were
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competitive in a market in Australia because they were competitive in the global air
cargo market, part of which ‘necessarily falls within the territorial boundaries of
Australia’.90 In Emirates v Australian Competition and Consumer Commission91 the
applicant argued that even if the market in question was global in nature, conduct
could only be said to have an effect in a market in Australia if buyers and sellers
transact in Australia. Middleton J sensibly held that ‘the place of contracting is not
determinative of the geographic locality of the relevant market’92 because the concept
of a market ‘involves a “field of rivalry”, not just referable to the place of
contracting’.93 Middleton J stated that he did not believe that Hill J’s comments in
Riverstone were intended to make it a requirement that the contract under which
services were supplied in Australia must be entered in Australia.94 Rather, according
to Middleton J, Hill J was ‘simply proffering an example of how one might identify
the possible location of competition ... not providing a definite statement that buyers
and sellers or services must enter into transactions in Australia’.95
In Singapore Airlines Ltd v Australian Competition and Consumer Commission96
Singapore Airlines argued that ‘even if, as is contended by the ACCC, the market is
global, not all trade or commerce that occurs within the global market can be regarded
as occurring in a market in Australia’.97 As the Full Federal Court noted, whilst
recent authority indicates acceptance of the view that a global market may be a market
in Australia, it does not deal with whether the court would only apply the CCA only
to so much of the global market as falls within Australia. The Full Court did not need
to deal with the issue as the matter was resolved on other grounds. As a result this
question remains unresolved. If the courts accept the argument that the prohibitions
extend only to conduct occurring in so much of the global market as falls within
Australia then any manufacturer response designed and implemented overseas will be
beyond the reach of the competition prohibitions that contain the ‘market in Australia’
territorial nexus requirement.
C.

Conduct outside Australia

1. Section 5
The Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) (CCA) is framed on the assumption
that the prohibitions contained within only apply to conduct in Australia unless the
operation of the relevant prohibition is extended by section 5(1).98 Where the
response is implemented outside of Australia it will also be necessary to show that the
prohibition extends to the impugned conduct. Section 5(1) provides that the core
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competition law prohibitions (including sections 46 and 47) extend to engaging in
conduct outside Australia by a corporation incorporated, or carrying on business, in
Australia.
In addition to the extended operation that section 47 has by virtue of s 5(1), that
prohibition also extends to conduct engaged in outside Australia by businesses
(whether incorporated, or carrying on a business, in Australia or not) in relation to the
supply by those businesses of goods or services to customers in Australia.99 However,
most of the manufacturer responses considered in this article do not involve the
supply of goods or services to Australia. This is because most responses, which aim
to cut off supply to grey markets, will need to be implemented in countries that are
likely to supply grey markets.
2. Conduct that occurs in Australia
Where the requirements of s 5(1) are not met (ie the manufacturer is not incorporated
in Australia and cannot be said to be carrying on business in Australia) only conduct
that it engages in in Australia will be caught. The courts have taken an expansive
view of what constitutes conduct in Australia.100 For example, only some of the
conduct that amounts to a contravention need occur in Australia.101 Further, the
sending of communications from outside Australia to Australia102 and the supply of
goods by an overseas manufacturer to an Australian distributor103 have been found to
involve conduct in Australia. Although these principles combined dramatically
increase the range of overseas conduct caught by the CCA, most of the manufacturer
responses considered in this article do not involve activity in Australia.
3. Conduct that occurs outside Australia
Where the anti-competitive conduct cannot be said to have occurred in Australia, it
will only be caught if the conduct was engaged in by bodies corporate incorporated,
or carrying on business, in Australia. The entities likely to implement the responses
under consideration are unlikely to be incorporated, or directly carrying on business in
Australia. For example, contractual restrictions on re-supply are likely to be included
in supply contracts by distributors in ‘low price’ countries at the behest of a
manufacturer who is domiciled and carries on its main business in a country other
than Australia.
Can the manufacturer company be said to be ‘carrying on business in Australia’
because it provides price and marketing support to local distributors? If it can then the
prohibitions will extend to all of its conduct. While it is not necessary to show that
the manufacturer has a place of business in Australia,104 the manufacturer will not be
viewed as carrying on a business in Australia simply because its products find their
99
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way to the Australian market.105 Further, the mere fact that the manufacturer is aware
that anti-competitive conduct will affect an Australian market will not suffice to
establish that it is carrying on business in Australia. In Bray v F Hoffman-La Roche
Ltd106 the applicants and the ACCC submitted that the expression ‘carrying on
business in Australia’ should be broadly interpreted so as to enable the CCA to apply
to conduct that is intended to have, and has, an adverse effect on competition in
Australia. This expansive interpretation could see many of the manufacturer
responses caught wherever they took place, assuming that response involves a breach
of sections 46 or 47. However Merkel J rejected the ACCC’s argument on the basis
that it was not consistent with the legislature’s view of comity.107
Where the manufacturer owns the Australian distributor it may be said to be carrying
on business in Australia through an Australian subsidiary. The courts will only lift
the corporate veil in this way if the manufacturer exercises a high level of control over
the Australian subsidiary.108 More than the indirect legal control and commercial
capacity of a parent company to direct its subsidiary is required.109 The decision in
Amalgamated Wireless (Australia) Ltd v McDonnell Douglas Corp suggests that this
level of control may be demonstrated where the parent is using the Australian
subsidiary as part of a world-wide distribution system.110 As Wilcox J observed:
the degree of involvement of the … parent [may be] so great that it is
impossible to characterise this as being merely a case where a company
purchases shares in another company and leaves that company to carry on its
own business on its own account … [The parent may be] more than an
investor in the Australian subsidiary; it is concerned to use the Australian
subsidiary as part of a world-wide … organisation; and ultimately on behalf of
the parent company…
D.

Conclusion

Competition laws are unlikely to adequately address anti-competitive manufacturer
responses. Those responses are unlikely to breach Australia’s competition laws.
Manufacturers are unlikely to have a degree of market power that enlivens section 46
of the CCA. Even if they do, they will not breach this prohibition as most of the
contemplated responses make sense whether or not the manufacturer has substantial
market power. Clauses that place restrictions on the acquirer’s ability to re-supply the
goods will only be caught by section 47 if their imposition is likely to have an anticompetitive effect or is motivated by an anti-competitive purpose. For reasons
discussed earlier, courts are unlikely to find the manufacturer’s responses to be anticompetitive. Even if breach can be established, the territorial nexus requirements
introduced by the word ‘market’ may make establishing breach more difficult when
conduct occurs in a truly global market. Further, it is possible that the relevant
competition prohibitions will not extend to conduct where it occurs beyond
Australia’s borders and does not involve the Australian distributor.
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VI. OTHER WAYS TO SUPPORT THE GRAYS
As competition laws cannot be relied upon to combat manufacturer’s efforts to curb
grey market activity, other methods will need to be adopted to support it. One
response would be to introduce competition law prohibitions that capture the
imposition of exclusive distribution networks. Such a response would be unwise.
Such prohibitions would be inconsistent with the treatment of such conduct
internationally and their enforcement is therefore likely to raise issues of comity.
Rather, it is suggested that enforcement actions under the ACL and consumer
education campaigns could be used to support the emergence of grey markets should
the government finally decide to abolish all parallel import restrictions.
1. Public Enforcement: challenging efforts to tarnish
Some of the manufacturer strategies were designed to suggest that the parallel import
products were in some way inferior to the products sold through authorised channels.
For example, claims are often made about the superior warranty services offered by
authorised dealers. Such claims should be scrutinised carefully by the ACCC and
public enforcement actions taken against manufacturers found to be making false
claims. One of the ACCC’s enforcement priorities should be to challenge misleading
statements about warranties that are designed to paint parallel imports in a bad light.
Any suggestion that parallel imported products do not come with warranties when
sold by an Australian retailer is misleading and will amount to a breach of the general
prohibition against misleading conduct (s 18 ACL). Such suggestions would also as
amount to a misrepresentation about the existence of such warranties in breach of
section 29(m) of the ACL.111 Whilst breach of the provisions mentioned can also be
enforced privately, public enforcement actions are justified, at least initially so as to
develop the law. Such actions would also send signals to the retail sector more
generally about the seriousness with which the ACCC takes attempts to misrepresent
rights provided for under the ACL.
2. Channelling the disgruntled consumer
Strategies that channel the growing resentment consumers feel towards global price
discrimination practices are likely to be the most effective when it comes to
supporting grey markets. The recently released IT Pricing Report noted that ‘[m]any
consumers have also become aware of, and frustrated by, regional pricing strategies
that prevent them from taking advantage of cheaper priced goods overseas’.112 Whilst
manufacturers remain largely free to implement distribution systems of their
choosing, it must not be forgotten that this does not give them complete control over
the distribution of its products. The parallel import infringement cases referred to in
this article113 demonstrate that cracks will inevitably form in even the most tightly
controlled distribution channels and grey market goods will find their way to the
Australian market. Further, if parallel import restrictions are completely lifted it
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seems reasonable to suggest that those who have sourced supply as a result of these
cracks will be very interested in selling the product in Australia because of the high
prices that prevail in this country.
It is important that consumers feel comfortable about purchasing grey market goods.
Often as a result of the way the parallel import is packaged, the retail channels
through which such goods are typically sold as well as deliberate strategies by the
manufacturer, some consumers remain hesitant about purchasing parallel products
even from an Australian bricks and mortar retailer. The ACCC should design and
implement an education program that raises awareness about the nature of parallel
imports, namely that they are not counterfeit and have often been manufactured by the
same manufacturer that made the authorised local version of the products. The price
findings made in the recent IT Pricing could be used to demonstrate the extent to
which Australian consumers pay significantly higher prices for identical or nearidentical goods. To some extent, retailers such as Australia’s ‘Kogan’ and New
Zealand’s ‘Parallel Imported’ do this already by providing information on their sites
and in their stores about parallel importing, stressing that such products are genuine
and highlighting the cheaper prices they are able to offer on near identical goods.
However, a measured campaign by Australia’s competition regulator is likely to carry
more weight than claims made by a retailer that is trying to convince the consumer to
purchase goods in unfamiliar circumstances.
It has been suggested that uncertainties about warranty protection inhibit consumers
from seeking to access lower prices online.114 This reluctance is likely to be
exacerbated in the case of parallel imported goods. Any education program
developed could alert consumers to the fact that all consumer goods sold by
Australian retailers come with non-excludable statutory guarantees, whether or not the
goods in question were intended by the manufacturer for sale in Australia.
The education programs should make consumers feel more comfortable about
purchasing parallel imported goods that make their way to Australia. The provision
of accurate information about the nature of parallel imported goods and warranty
protection that stems from the Australian Consumer Law is likely to lead to an
increase in grey market activity. If a sufficient number of consumers switch to the
grey market, manufacturers and local distributors and retailers will be forced to
respond or risk losing the ever increasing number of customers seeking better prices
online. Local distributors may also be able to point to the loss of sales to overseas
retailers when negotiating terms of supply with the manufacturer.115 Thus, even those
manufacturers who manage to tightly control their distribution network may very well
be forced to reconsider their Australian pricing strategies in the face of the increased
competition brought by the parallel imports.
It is interesting to note that the IT Pricing Committee was of the view that education
programs may help overcome the anti-competitive effects of geoblocking, a term that
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refers to methods adopted by manufacturers to differentiate between regions and keep
customers separate.116 For example, many overseas retailers do not ship to Australia,
possibly as a result of restrictions on the right to resupply imposed by or at the behest
of the manufacturer. Consumers may also be blocked from purchasing online context
(such as music or eBooks) from overseas retails once an Australian IP address or
credit card is detected.
The IT Pricing Committee resisted calls for the Copyright Act to be amended so that
attempting to remove, disable or circumvent geoblocking mechanisms should not be
subject to civil or criminal sanctions,117 in favour of an education program. The
committee noted that there are several ways that savvy consumers might be able to get
around some geoblocking mechanisms.118 For example, proxy servers and virtual
private networks can give consumers access to content that would otherwise be region
blocked. They may also allow online content to be acquired from overseas retailers
that would not otherwise sell to Australian consumers, with freight-forwarding
services being used when the retailer does not deliver to Australian address.119 The
committee was of the view that consumers should be encouraged to circumvent
geoblocking mechanisms where it is legal to do so. It recommended that the
government investigate options to educate Australian consumers and businesses as to
the extent to which circumvent geoblocking so as to access cheaper, legitimate goods,
the tools and techniques that can be used to do so and the way their rights under the
ACL will be affected if they do so.120
Finally, education campaigns that overcome concerns about the quality of grey market
goods will also promote another form of conduct. In a global market place consumers
are often able to by-pass authorised distribution channels altogether. For example,
consumers may be able to purchase directly from retailers in ‘low price’ countries or
even individuals who purchase the goods cheaply in ‘low price’ markets and sell them
via auction sites such as eBay.121 Whilst such activity does not come within the
traditional conception of grey markets, which are generally thought to involve the
commercial importation and distribution of goods, it will nevertheless subject local
distributors (and in turn manufacturers) to further competitive constraint.

VII. CONCLUSION
The lengths and expense that some Australian consumers will go to in order to access
overseas markets demonstrate the extent to which parallel import restrictions as well
as contractual restrictions imposed by manufacturers raise prices paid by Australian
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consumers. The fact that Australian consumers can incur the expense of establishing
virtual private networks and engaging freight forwarding services and still pay less
than the price prevailing in the Australian marketplace does not reflect well on the
level of competition in some key markets. Whilst the removal of parallel import
restrictions is a definite step in the right direction, manufacturers are likely to tighten
their control over the supply chain in the hope of cutting off supply to grey markets
and do their best to discredit parallel imported goods. Such efforts by manufacturers
will almost certainly fall outside the reach of Australia’s competition laws. However,
competition laws should not be amended. Rather education campaigns designed to
overcome the reluctance some consumers feel about buying from the grey market are
crucial. If consumers embrace grey markets, manufacturers and local distributors will
have no choice but to meet the increased competition that grey markets bring by
charging lower prices and improving product offerings.

